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Message from
The Dean’s Office

Front (L-R): Cindy Gonzalez, Head Administrator; Daniel Fimiarz, Core Facilities Manager; Frank Pace, Procurement Officer; Parameswaran
Nair, Interim Dean; Elizabeth Rudolph, Assistant Dean; Laurent Mars, Associate Dean; Lisa Feng, College Assistant.
Missing: Michael Boydston-White, Facilities Manager; Millicent Roth, Deputy Dean.
A MESSAGE FROM THE DEAN TEAM
The Division of Science has completed another successful
academic year. Like 2017-’18, this was a year of accomplishments
and recognition for our faculty, students and staff.
The valedictorian of the Division of Science for Commencement
2019 was Nicole Martinez Santana of the Biology Department.
Nicole was also a SEEK (Search for Education, Elevation, and
Knowledge) and CCAPP (City College Academy for Professional
Preparation) student. She chose CCNY over other college options
because she felt “City College would be challenging and had a great
science program, but it was also closer to home”. She is currently
at Columbia University pursuing her dream of a master’s degree
and a career in nursing.
Three students from City College’s CCAPP program took first
place in their research categories at the 27th Annual CSTEP
(Collegiate Science and Technology Entry Program) Conference,
joining the prestigious list of thirteen first prize winners from
CCAPP in the previous four years. (CSTEP is a NY State-sponsored
program dedicated to increasing the number of historically
underrepresented and economically disadvantaged students who
pursue careers in STEM-related fields.)
Mathiu Perez-Rodriguez’s (Biochemistry) presented his results on
“Antibacterial activity-guided fractionation of potato wound tissue
extract.”, based on research carried out under the guidance of
Distinguished Professor Ruth Stark.
Jasmin Morales, a double major in Biotechnology and Jewish
Studies, presented a poster on “BLMP-1/Blimp1 regulation of
apl-1 in Caenorhabditis elegans”. She was mentored by Professor
Christine Li.
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Dean Cuadrado’s (Biology) winning presentation was a poster on
“Regeneration of a pediatric alveolar cleft model using 3D printed
bioceramic scaffolds and osteogenic agents”, based on research
guided by Professor Jonathan Levitt.
Behind our great cohort of students and high achievers is a great
team of brilliant and dedicated faculty and staff, who continue to
bring us recognition.
James Hedberg of the Physics Department won the Provost’s
Award for Pedagogical and Curricular Innovation, having
demonstrated significant positive impact on student learning
through curricular innovation. James Hedberg is also the Director
of the Planetarium, which we are in the process of refurbishing. It
will be a great add-on to our astronomy courses as well as a great
medium of public outreach.
Christine Li of the Biology Department won the President’s Award
for outstanding faculty service. Christine has served in a variety of
roles working to enhance student experience and services at the
college, including serving as the Interim Dean of Science in 2012-13.
James Booth from Earth and Atmospheric Sciences won the Feliks
Gross Award for outstanding scholarship presented to junior
faculty. He joins our long list of talented winners of this award.
Another wonderful piece of news is that Michael Shub’s
appointment as Distinguished Professor of Mathematics.
Michael works mainly on two different areas of mathematics:
Dynamical Systems (hyperbolic systems, bounds on entropy) and
Computational Complexity. (The Blum-Shub-Smale model has
made significant advances to the P/NP problem). In addition to
great scholarly contributions, he was a founding member and first

chairman of “Foundations of Computational Mathematics”, a
leading organization in this sub-area of mathematics. He is also a
Fellow of the American Mathematical Society.
The President’s STAR (Service, Teamwork, Action, Results) Award
is an annual award recognizing and honoring staff who in addition
to exceptional day-to-day service, make contributions above and
beyond their assigned duties. Assistant Dean Elizabeth Rudolph
of the Division of Science was the winner this year, no surprise
to anyone who has worked with her. Whether it is accreditation,
assessment, organizing events, working patiently through
workload reports, etc., Liz has been the go-to-person for a long
time.
This year the Division of Science decided to give out two new
awards. There are many faculty members who carry out excellent
research, show exceptional dedication and commitment in their
teaching and willingly carry out some of the other duties such as
serving on committees, putting in hours beyond reading of their
job duties requires. The Division of Science Excellence in Research,
Teaching and Service Award is meant to recognize a faculty
member for this level of commitment. The first winner of this
award is Mark Emerson of the Biology Department.
City College has a mission and commitment to encourage
underrepresented minorities to pursue careers in the STEM
disciplines. While there are many scholarships available for
students, there is a need for recognition of faculty who work
diligently to encourage and mentor minorities at the doctoral
level. We decided to institute the Division of Science Excellence
in Mentoring Minorities Award precisely for this purpose. The
inaugural winner is Maria Tamargo from Chemistry & Biochemistry.
Congratulations to all the winners! As always, you have done us
proud.
There are a few other initiatives that are worthy of mention.
Research has become an integral component of education.
Arguably, there has been more knowledge generated in the last
fifty years than in the previous five hundred, so we cannot claim
to provide quality education unless research is integrated into
all of our teaching. In recognition of this, the Division of Science,
jointly with the CUNY School of Medicine, created the office of the
Director of Undergraduate Research. Karin Block from the Earth
and Atmospheric Sciences Department has already taken up the
challenge in organizing this effort.
Our alumni and well-wishers are our connection to the world at
large and provide the historical continuity which helps us maintain
our pursuit of excellence. On April 11, we organized the inaugural
Day of Science at City College, showcasing the high quality and
exciting research by our faculty, with lab tours and lectures. A
number of alumni and public figures came to visit. In the words of
Tucker Taylor, who is an associate at the healthcare AI company
Perthera and a member of the board at several other companies,

he came “hoping to gain insights into the school’s state of the
art technology”. Irving Levine, who graduated from City College
in mathematics and had a long career as a software engineer
and an executive at Reuters, was another of our guests for the
Day of Science. “It may be a bit of a secret but they have firstclass researchers and the facilities to do that research in. It was
impressive to see them doing state of the art work and the facilities
are great”, he remarked.
Time moves on and a number of our faculty, after a long and
distinguished career at City College, retired this year. These include
Jane Gallagher, Sally Hoskins (Biology), Daniel Akins, David
Calhoun, Michael Green, Ronald Birke (Chemistry &Biochemistry)
and Stanley Ocken (Mathematics). We wish them all a happy and
healthy retirement.
City College is the premier institution for social and economic
upward mobility in the country. This has been our role historically
and it will continue to shape our future. CCNY is the exception
that proves the rule: It is possible to have excellence in research
and teaching with access for which the only criterion is how good
you are and how willing you are to work for your goals. As this
report will demonstrate, 2018-’19 was another academic year
exemplifying our mission, combining the excellence of our research
output and our high standards of teaching, leading to the success
of our graduates.

Dr. V. Parameswaran Nair
Interim Dean of Science
Distinguished Professor of Physics
Dr. Laurent Mars
Associate Dean
Dr. Millicent Roth
Deputy Dean for Undergraduate Programs
Dr. Elizabeth Rudolph
Assistant Dean for Graduate Programs & Assesment
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Awards

CSTEP Winners
City College continued its impressive performance at the
27th Annual CSTEP Conference. The Collegiate Science and
Technology Entry Program serves to help more historically
underrepresented and economically disadvantaged students
pursue careers in STEM-related fields. Three students from
City College’s CCAPP program took first place in their research
categories, continuing a run in which the school had produced
13 first place winners in the previous four years.

with a lot of debt and without a great science education... and
that CCNY offered the opposite menu. “Transferring to City
College was the best decision I’ve ever made,” she says.
Morales was originally pre-med but then decided to “switch
to just studying science for the sake of science” and after she
graduates she will apply to Ph.D. programs. Her work on this
poster stemmed from her three years in the laboratory of her
genetics professor and advisor, Christine Li.
“She’s a great person and a great professor,” Morales says.
“I got to work on a model organism that I’d never worked
with before and that was exciting. And, she’s interested in
Alzheimer’s and how it works, which is also something I’m
interested in.”
Dean Cuadrado’s poster was on “Regeneration of a pediatric
alveolar cleft model using 3D printed bioceramic scaffolds
and osteogenic agents: comparison of dipyridamole and
rhBMP-2.” The goal is to combat the congenital cleft lip and
palate disorder to find alternative treatments in pediatric
patients because since babies grow at such a rapid pace it can
be difficult to treat them.

(L-R) Dean Cuadrado, Jasmin Morales, Mathiu Perez-Rodriguez

Mathiu Perez- Rodriguez’s presentation was on “Antibacterial
activity-guided fractionation of potato wound tissue extract.”
He worked with Dr. Ruth Stark at the City College Center for
Discovery and Innovation studying the defense mechanisms of
potatoes when they are wounded and the chemical protections
they have developed before new skin forms. “The goal was to
pinpoint what compounds are most active and understand the
process better,” Perez-Rodriguez says. (He was also awarded
the Barry Goldwater Scholarship. For more on this story, see
page 11.) “Ultimately, we could reduce the massive waste due
to infections which would be important especially in countries
that heavily depend on the potato as a food crop.”
Jasmin Morales’s poster was on “BLMP-1/Blimp1 regulation
of apl-1 in Caenorhabditis elegans.” Morales, a double major in
Biotechnology and Jewish Studies, grew up in Astoria, the child
of parents who met while attending City College. Still, after
Bronx High School of Science, Morales started her college life
at Syracuse University before realizing that she’d leave there
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There may not traditionally be much overlap between USA
Boxing and CCAPP but Cuadrado earned a scholarship
through the boxing organization and his CCAPP work was
inspired by his boxing career.
Cuadrado, who is from Queens, gravitated toward science
during high school at a time when he was thinking that boxing
would be his future. “I started looking at injuries common in
boxing and wondering how they can be prevented and those
questions got me interested in science,” he says. He chose
CCNY because he could live at home, because “of the high
percentage of students who graduate and do it debt-free and
because it had a strong reputation for the sciences.”
While he still competes in the ring once or twice a year he now
devotes more of his time to classes and research and plans to
go to medical school. “My family is very supportive of both
boxing and school but once I realized I have a brain I could use
I knew boxing could be just a hobby.”

Student Achievements
Valedictorian

school students. Santana stayed and got to shadow a variety of
doctors from different areas of medicine.
“After that I knew I wanted to study science,” she says. Martinez
Santana narrowed her college choices down to Stony Brook
University and CCNY. “City College would be challenging and had
a great science program but it was also closer to home,” she says.
That proved essential when she hit the lowest of lows in the fall
of 2016— her father died, devastating her, although at least she
was closer to her family than if she’d been at Stony Brook. “I
thought about withdrawing from the semester or just dropping
out,” she said in her speech. “I could have dropped out, but I
knew that was not the path my father would have wanted for
me.”
So Martinez Santana persisted, majoring in biology as she navigated through college while trying to figure out whether she
wanted to go to medical school, or pursue a career as a physician’s asstistant or nurse practitioner. An internship in nursing
convinced her that was her path forward but City College didn’t
have a nursing program. Santana says she was regretfully going
to transfer to Lehman college. “I was so comfortable at City
College and did not want to leave but I was worried about my
future,” she says.

Nicole Martinez Santana finished her time at City College as
the valedictorian of the Division of Science. It wasn’t easy. As
she said in her speech at graduation, “In the past four years we
all had our ups and downs. When we hit our downs, they were
downs and when we hit our highs, they were highs.”
Martinez Santana was accustomed to adapting to difficult
situations even before she arrived at CCNY. She was doing
well in her freshman year at the High School of Economics and
Finance in the Wall Street area. But doing well is not the same
as being happy. Santana, who moved to the Bronx from the
Domincan Republic with her family when she was six, wanted
to transfer.

But Hawai Kwok from the SEEK program (Martinez Santana was
both a SEEK and CCAPP student) persuaded her to stay, telling
Santana about a program at Columbia University that bridges
the bachelors degree with a master’s degree. Kwok and Nkem
Stanley “were so encouraging,” she says. “They had a significant
impact.”
Martinez Santana is now at Columbia pursuing her graduate
degree, grateful for her CCNY experience. While she was glad
to be valedictorian, “it wasn’t just me up there— I was really
representing a lot of students and future scientists,” she says.
Still, she adds that she knows on that day, “my father would
have been so proud of me.”

“I found my classes boring,” she says. The reason? She wanted
more science, less business. Her principal, who was reluctant to
just let a successful student leave, said that if she stayed he’d
help her get into an outside medical program at NYU for high
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Salk winners
When Dr. Jonas Salk, a 1934 graduate of City College, developed the first polio vaccine in 1955, he was to be given a tickertape parade
in New York in his honor. But Salk instead requested that the cost of that be used to establish a scholarship. Brianna Naizir, the latest
Salk Scholar from City College exemplifies everything Salk was hoping the award would mean. (Awarded to students planning careers
in medicine and the biological sciences, the scholarship provides Naizir a stipend of $8,000 allocated over three or four years of medical
studies.)
“The Salk Scholarship was a huge honor,” she says. “It validated me and my efforts in science. Research doesn’t validate you often and
you get so immersed in a lab you can lose sight of what you are working toward so this was something to show me I am on the right
path.”

“

The Salk Scholarship
was a huge honor. It
validated me and my
efforts in science.”

A magna cum laude graduate of City College’s Macaulay Honors
Program (from which she also earned the Meyer Scholarship),
Naizir grew up in Queens but now lives in Harlem. She always
liked science and says a microscope was one favorite birthday
present.
She was always interested in biology but when she first entered
college she wasn’t certain of her path. Naizir was president of the
pre-vet club before deciding she didn’t want to be a veternarian. She did field work as part of a marine biology study abroad
program in San Jose, Costa Rica and in primatology in Kibale,
Uganda. “I found field work fascinating but it wasn’t exactly what
suits me,” she says. “I realized the laboratory setting suited me.”
She began her research under the mentorship of biology professor Bao Q. Vuong and later worked as a research associate
at NYU Langone Health’s Institute for Systems Genetics in the
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cancer genetics laboratory of Teresa Davoli. There she investigated the relationship between aneuploidy and immune evasion in
cancer.
Naizir is currently in a Ph.D. program in cancer biology at Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center. “Ultimately, I hope to conduct
research that provides insight into the optimization of current
and development of novel immunotherapies to treat a myriad of
cancer types,” she said.
Naizir says the small, discussion-based classes in the Ph.D. program is a big adjustment from the large lecture classes that were
a central part of her coursework at CCNY but she credits her time
in Professor Vuong’s lab for ensuring she was ready for graduate
school. “Professor Vuong held students to such a high standard
that it prepared us incredibly well.”

Awards

Salk winners

“
Growing up in Ecuador, Mathiu Perez Rodriguez played at being
“mad scientists” with his brother in an imaginary lab. Often they
would take apart things like old radios and try building something
new. But Perez Rodriguez never thought about science as being a
major part of his future. “The idea of a career in science is not so
prominent in Ecuador,” he says. “I did not realize I could pursue
my passion until I came to New York.” His experiments with his
brother today are of a more musical variety: “We play guitar and
bass together whenever we can, usually something blues-related,” he says, adding that while in Ecuador he wrote poetry in
Spanish; since arriving in New York he has been writing poems in
English.
Perez Rodriguez moved to Rego Park in Queens for high school
and decided when he arrived at CCNY that he wanted to study
biochemistry. Now this Honors Program student is a Barry
Goldwater Scholar, a federally funded scholarship for undergrads
majoring in math, science and engineering who plan to pursue
research careers in these fields.
Perez Rodriguez is a member of Distinguished Professor Ruth
Stark’s lab at the City College Center for Discovery and Innovation. He investigates plants’ intrinsic defense mechanisms against
physical and pathogenic threats. Some of his research there also
led to him being one of three City College students to take first

It’s all about the
mentors and
supervisors and
making them proud
and showing them
what all their help
meant.”

prize for his oral presentation in the annual Collegiate Science and
Technology Entry Program. (For more on this story see page 8)
He also spent two summers at Harvard University, investigating
the ubiquitin system, and its implication in homeostasis regulation that drives many types of cancer. This research nurtured his
interest in structural biology. “I learned the nitty gritty about how
structure provides function while looking at cancer pathways,” he
says.
Perez Rodriguez, who is in his last year of a program attaining
both a B.S. and a master’s degree, hopes to pursue an M.D./Ph.D.
after this. He would like to work coordinating drug development
and research on human health while also teaching at the university level. “Teaching is one of the most rewarding jobs I could
imagine,” says Perez Rodriguez, who previously went back to his
high school to tutor in science.
Perez Rodriguez is City College’s fourth Goldwater recipient in the
last four years but he cannot receive the $7,500 annual stipend
for tuition, room, board and other expenses because he already
has a fellowship. “I wish I could get the money but really winning
this was all about the people who helped me,” he says. “It’s all
about the mentors and supervisors and making them proud and
showing them what all their help meant.”
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Provost’s Award for Pedagogical and Curricular Innovation
James Hedberg earned the Provost’s Award for Pedagogical and
Curricular Innovation in part because he is always looking for different ways to teach science. And he’s always looking for different
ways to teach science in part because he took a different career
path to becoming a professor.

had graduated from here in 1969. Even his job at CCNY has taken
a different tack. “The job description was to just teach physics
and pour myself into that for a few years without having to do
research,” he says. “So I hung up the lab coat for a little while and
began developing ideas about how to better teach our classes.”

Growing up he was always taking things apart and putting them
back together but he thought of science “as always being about
pencil and paper,” he recalls. “It wasn’t clear to me then that
physics was something you could do with your hands.”

The award he was given recognizes a faculty member or team
which has a demonstrated significant positive impact on student
learning and retention through pedagogical and curricular
innovations. Projects should demonstrate originality and have
potential for widespread replication. One of Hedberg’s projects
has been to create a free online homework system for the large
introductory classes. Textbooks are so expensive and publishers
are seeking to shift to a paid online homework system but Hedberg has created one that will not cost students anything.

When Hedberg, 41, was at St. John’s College in New Mexico, he
took very little in the way of science beyond the core curriculum.
His thesis was about Johann Sebastian Bach’s Goldberg Variations. But he found his way to the masters program in physics
at Portland State University, “where I did a lot of work with my
hands. It was definitely not typical, I spent a lot of graduate
school soldering things.” (His thesis was on Carbon Nanotubes
as Electronic Components.) That experience helped shape his
approach to teaching. “I mostly teach physics to undergrads who
are not specializing in physics so it’s useful to convey to them how
physics can be different things to different people.”
After getting his Ph.D. at McGill University in Montreal (with a
thesis on Ultra-Low Temperature Atomic Force Microscopy),
Hedberg became a professor at CCNY in part because his mother

“I’m trying to make it distributable and open source for others to
adopt,” he says. “I would not force this on anyone but hopefully
that’s the next step. Generally, I’d like to give people more to
work with in their classrooms in terms of resources and opportunities to improve their teaching without having to reinvent
themselves”.
Hedberg has also turned his reclamation of the CCNY Planetarium into a much bigger teaching tool than he originally intended.
The planetarium, one of only three in Manhattan, opened in the
basement of the Marshak building in the 1970s but by the early
years of this century it was falling into disuse. Hedberg began
revitalizing it three years ago with a technological upgrade and
audio improvements. He started using it in 2018 and sees big
things for it in the future.
“I didn’t realize its potential till I started on this,” he says. “I hadn’t
been exposed to other possibilities so I didn’t have a concrete
plan.”

(L-R) Provost Tony Liss, Professor James Hedberg
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Now he has learned of Data to Dome, an initiative to make it
easier to visualize scientific data in a planetarium but he also sees
how the space could be used by others. “You could put maps up
there or data visualization for other departments,” he says. “The
Planetarium is not just for astronomy and physics. It has a role
to play for art, architecture, social sciences— it can be eventually
used by nearly every division.”

Faculty Awards

President’s Award for Outstanding Faculty Service
When Biology professor Christine Li left Boston University for City
College, she says she “had a rude awakening.” Li, who grew up
in New York and New Jersey (and went to college at Barnard and
graduate school at Columbia) taught at BU from 1989-2004. Then
her father became ill and she wanted to move closer to home. “I
thought, if I have to uproot myself I’d like go to a place that had
more of a mission,” she says of her move to CCNY.

and success of freshman and transfer students by involving them
in the most exciting and cutting-edge work being done at City
College, while supporting the research, scholarship, and creative
activity of City College faculty. “Science is well recognized here
but I also wanted to recognize all the scholarly work on campus
done in the arts, humanities, and social science and to have students think about research done there.”

After being at a private university where there was plenty of
money for various initiatives she was surprised to learn at CCNY,
where the students often come from under-served backgrounds,
there were much less available resources. “So most of the initiatives I’ve started here come because I’m trying to give my students with lower incomes the same experiences that BU students
have,” she says.

For that work, Li earned the President’s Award for Outstanding
Faculty Service... which she would rather not have won, saying
she’d love to have the award recognize a junior faculty member
still working toward tenure.

As head of the faculty council, Li worked to create ways to boost
retention with limited resources, even if it was something as simple as letting freshman take general education classes pass/fail
to reduce the stress on them. She also helped start ORCA—Opportunities in Research and Creative Arts—a new CCNY program
funded by a grant from CUNY that seeks to increase retention

“

“What matters to me is how I can make lives better for my
students,” she says. “I believe in the mission of upward mobility,
seeing students work in my lab really make it. That’s what I’m
most proud of.”

What matters to me
is how I can make
lives better for my
students.”
(L-R) President Vincent Boudreau and Professor Christine Li
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Division of Science Excellence in Mentoring Minorities Award
(DSEMM)
address this easily because of who we are but movement on this
issue is always slow and doesn’t happen readily.” She says people
intend well but that structural change is just difficult. “I don’t have
the answers but I just can continue to work at it,” she says. “We
need to find new ways to make a dent.”
She has been committed to mentoring Hispanic, African-American and female scientists but because there are so few in her field,
she adds that they often gravitate to her naturally because they
want to work with a role model.

Maria Tamargo had a long career working in high profile research
laboratories, first at AT&T Bell Labs, from 1978-1984 and then
at Bellcore, through 1993. “There was absolutely no diversity
there and I was often the only woman and the only Hispanic in
meetings,” recalls Tamargo, a Cuban-American, who had gotten
her Ph.D. at Johns Hopkins University. The labs “paid lip service
to a certain extent to the idea of diversity but did nothing. It was
always on my mind. It did not make me bitter but it puzzled me as
to how slowly things turn around.”
That experience was a motivating factor for Tamargo when she
switched careers, joining City College as a chemistry professor in
1993. (She later spent six years as Dean of Science.) “It highlighted for me that if you don’t do something proactively, nothing will
happen,” she says.
Tamargo, who is also the author of over 300 papers in the field of
semiconductor research, chose City College because it had long
been “a diverse and open place that was trying to push those
ideas forward.”
Now, for Tamargo’s proactive efforts, she has received the
Division of Science Excellence in Mentoring Minorities Award.
“Science in general has a problem with this, even at City College,
which is so diverse, especially in Ph.D. programs,” she says. “It’s a
long-lasting problem and you would think City College could

14
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Now, thanks to a grant from the National Science Foundation,
she is director of the CREST (Centers of Research Excellence in
Science and Technology) IDEALS lab. CREST provides support to
enhance the research capabilities of minority-serving institutions
like CCNY through the establishment of centers that effectively
integrate education and research. (These schools have minority
undergraduate enrollments of 50% or more.) The IDEALS lab
(Interface Design and Engineered Assembly of Low-Dimensional
Systems) brings scientists and engineers together to partner with
Lehman College, the CUNY Advanced Science Research Center,
the University of Puerto Rico at Mayaguez, and Virginia Tech.
Tamargo’s research deals with molecular beam epitaxy of low
dimensional layered materials and nanostructures of wide band
gap semiconductors, topological insulators, and other materials
of interest for electronic and photonic applications.
Still, for all the work she has done, Tamargo did not expect to win
the inaugural mentoring award. “It took me a little bit by surprise
to be the first person to win,” she says but she adds that she believes the award has a symbolic importance because it shows that
the CCNY science community is recognizing the effort needed to
be more inclusive. “Highlighting this issue is important.”

“

It highlighted for me
that if you don’t do
something proactively,
nothing will happen.”

Faculty Awards

Division of Science Excellence in Research, Teaching and Service Award
(DSERTS)

“
Mark Emerson is being pulled in three different directions at once,
not that he’s complaining. Emerson, who has won the Division
of Science Excellence in Research, Teaching and Service Award,
is married with three children between the ages of 4 and 13 and
loves spending as much time with his family as possible. But then
there’s teaching in the Biology Department at CCNY and when
he’s not in the classroom, there’s always more to do at the Laboratory of Cone Photoreceptor Development.
“It does become all consuming, at least for me,” he says, “Both
teaching and research are things you put your whole heart into. I
always embrace the challenge to do the next experiment.”
Emerson became fascinated by science in high school when he
volunteered in a lab. “I was always interested in nature but that
got me interested in questioning things,” he says. At Oberlin
College, his interest in neuroscience had him thinking of medical
school but his great professors there also got him interested in
teaching. “They were great communicators and they cared and
had a great love of what they did.”
When he joined The City College Biology Department as an assistant professor in 2012, he had no teaching experience and found
there was “a very steep learning curve.” But he had come to the
right place. “City College really supports you— there were three
professors every semester giving detailed notes,” he says, adding
that he also relied on feedback from the students, many of whom
even asked for more tests. “They wanted to be challenged to keep
up with the material.”

The great thing about
science is there’s always
another question, the
next thing we don’t
know. That’s what
drives me.”

Emerson had earned his Ph.D. in Neurobiology at Harvard Medical School under the mentorship of Dr. David Van Vactor and
then trained as a postdoctoral fellow with Dr. Connie Cepko in the
Harvard Medical School Department of Genetics. “I chose that
fellowship not because I wanted to study the eye but I wanted to
have a great mentor and that was Connie Cepko,” he says. “Then I
fell in love with the eye— my primary interest is understanding the
nervous system and all complex things we can do because of it and
the eye is a great model for that.”
He focuses on how the nervous system is prepared for when an
animal is ready to see as opposed to the visual process itself. His
interest is in understanding the basic molecular mechanisms
underlying the development of the eye and to contribute to the
generation of new therapies for human retinal disease. The Emerson Lab explores cone photoreceptors, which are the cells that
mediate the first steps in high acuity and color vision.
Among the questions his lab seeks to answer are: What are the
gene-regulatory networks that promote cone photoreceptor genesis from retinal progenitor cells? How is the generation of other
cell types coordinated with that of cones? How are cones and the
other major photoreceptor type (rods) related developmentally?
This, he believes, will lay the foundation for the development
of new therapies for the treatment of retinal diseases with cone
photoreceptor loss.
“The great thing about science is there’s always another question,
the next thing we don’t know,” he says. “That’s what drives me.”
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Feliks Gross Award
The Feliks Gross award is presented by the CUNY Academy,
which is based at the Graduate Center. The award is given each
year to exceptional early-career professors at CUNY in honor of
Feliks Gross, a Professor at Brooklyn College who was a pillar in
the field of sociology. Professor Jimmy Booth is an honored recipient of this prestigious award; he and his work embody the spirit
of the Feliks Gross Award.
This award is open to all junior faculty within CUNY, so no doubt,
competition was stiff. Jimmy was nominated by two colleagues
in the Earth and Atmospheric Sciences department (Pengfei
Zhang and Z. Johnny Luo), and then the great news was shared
with Jimmy. He had been selected by the CUNY Academy. Upon
learning of the award, Jimmy remarked, “I felt happy. I was grateful to Fei and Johnny for taking time to nominate me.”
In learning the story of Jimmy’s life trajectory, it is no wonder he
won the award. Jimmy was born in Washington D.C. “I have no
home state!” says Jimmy in his characteristic upbeat style. He
spent his formative years in Lexington, Kentucky (the self-proclaimed horse capital of the world); He carried out his Ph.D.
research at the University of Washington in Seattle, WA; for the
past 10 years he has called New York City his home.
The story of his career choice is a product of his fascinating education trajectory. As an undergraduate, Jimmy tested the waters
in a few different fields (mechanical engineering, city planning)
and then ultimately chose to study environmental science and
engineering. During his senior year he took a course in which the
class worked with global climate model data. This work inspired
Jimmy to ask his professor, “What should I do if I want to build
these climate models?” The answer was: learn more math. So,
Jimmy’s next move was to earn a Master’s in Applied Math.
Then, he went to a Ph.D. program in Atmospheric Science at the
University of Washington, with the goal of learning the physics
of the atmosphere so that he could work on climate models.
Along the way, Jimmy also gained interest in understanding the
statistics of weather hazards. Until recently, all of Jimmy’s work
had been on the physics of historical events. He had now started
to move into the forecasting realm - albeit on weekly to seasonal
timescales.
Upon finishing his Ph.D., Jimmy earned a post-doctoral fellowship
that allowed him to work with scientists at NASA Goddard Institute of Space Studies and Columbia’s Applied Physics and Applied
Mathematics program. After his postdoc, he applied for a position
at CCNY and Jimmy has been here ever since.
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When asked about a current project, Jimmy notes, “I have a
project that is focused on understanding coastal flooding in large
urban waterways. The work is funded by NSF and is in collaboration with scientists at Cal-Poly, Stevens Institute of Technology,
and UCF. The work will improve our understanding of how coastal
flooding in East-Coast cities such as New York and Boston has
changed over the past 100 years.” Jimmy and his team hope to
understand the roles of changes in the atmosphere and ocean
as compared to changes in the harbors due to processes such as
surface dredging and modifications of structures in the harbor,
man-made influences.
Since the Feliks Gross award involves research, service and
teaching, Jimmy supplied his research philosophy and style: “I
enjoy teaching. My favorite part of the job is explaining physical
concepts and seeing the idea click with students.” Jimmy further
explains, “When teaching a theory or an equation, I try to point
out how the logical details make sense in a more familiar example
– usually something related to life in New York City.” It seems
to work! This is a practice that Jimmy uses when teaching math
concepts especially, in order to demystify the equations. When a
student grasps a familiar example that follows the proper logic,
the theory is easier to remember. At the same time, reasoning
through concepts with examples, such as explaining thermodynamics using fog formation on the Hudson River or dew on the
grass in Central Park, makes teaching earth science fun, because
the examples are so tangible.

Staff Awards

President’s S.T.A.R. Award
City College is the perfect home for Elizabeth Rudolph, who has
lived her whole life in Brooklyn or Westchester, and who did her
undergraduate work at Brooklyn College and her doctorate work
at the Graduate Center; she started working at City College in
2000 and joined full time in 2008.
Rudolph says the most rewarding thing about her job as the Assistant Dean of Science is that she gets to collaborate with faculty
and staff on events like commencement or the Day of Science but
also with students, especially as director of the master’s program.
She even enjoys her role in learning outcomes and program
assessment though “this job does not make me popular,” remarks
Rudolph.

“I enjoy collaborating with both faculty and staff in and outside the
division,” she says. “When working with students there’s a sense
of achievement from helping them figure out how to navigate in a
complex college setting where some steps can become hurdles.”
For all that work, she has been selected for the S.T.A.R. Award, for
outstanding Service, Teamwork, Action and Results. Rudolph calls
it “an honor” but while she was “really thrilled” to be selected,
she also feels she was just doing her job the only way she knows
how. “If I get asked to do something I almost never say no,” she
says of volunteering for committees. “I like being busy. I like being
productive.”

“
(L-R) President Vincent Boudreau and Assistant Dean
Elizabeth Rudolph

When working with
students, there’s a sense
of achievement from
helping them figure
out how to navigate a
complex college setting
where some steps can
become hurdles”
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Stephen O’Brien, Sabbatical Spring / Fall 2018
My daughter Sophie and I like to play a game called
“punch-buggy-Tesla” – a variation on a well known theme: if
you spot a Tesla, you punch the other player in the arm. If it’s
white, black, red or grey , it’s one punch, a blue one grants two
punches, while a Model X awards you three. Sophie unfailingly
spots them first so my arm and I are grateful for two things:
first, my daughter is softhearted and strikes gently. Second,
there are still not many electric vehicles on the road.
This sleek, eye-catching vehicle from a “mad-genius”-lead
company has given the public much to talk about. Some praise
the superb acceleration, while others find the lack of an engine
sound kind of creepy. Overall, Tesla’s market capitalization is as
high as GM, while selling about a tenth the number of cars. The
total number of plug-in electric vehicles (PEVs) sold in the United States in 2018 was 361,000, an 80% increase from 2017, but
a mere fraction of the 17 million vehicles sold here each year.
The Tesla owes its existence to the maturity of the rechargeable lithium-ion (Li-ion) battery. The Li-ion battery (LIB)
started in laptop computers, shrank for cellphones, and then
morphed into every shape and size imaginable. Ankle breaking hoverboards, eco-conscious thermostats, movie-making
drones are all based on LIBs... and the Tesla uses it too. The
battery cells are about the size of AA batteries but more than
7,000 are required in the base of the chassis to make the Tesla
model S run.
There is gathering evidence that the new generation of PEVs
are good enough to compete with, and possibly displace, the
internal combustion engine that contributes so much to our climate crisis. Yet the LIB’s energy density requires more battery
and thus more weight than is ideal— it’s a major impediment
to extending range and reducing the cost of a PEV. LIB battery
designers have improved the design yet there remains work as
well as environmental, political and humanitarian issues—the
cobalt used in these batteries is largely found in the Democratic Republic of Congo. Ideally, we’d have a rechargeable battery
akin to the LIB that doesn’t rely on cobalt, is safer, and weighs
less.
One idea is to get rid of all the graphite in the LIB and make
a so-called lithium metal battery. The graphite houses the
lithium ions and insures they cycle well while lithium metal
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does not usually cycle well, often forming dendrites, or uneven
deposits leading to failure after a few charge/discharge cycles.
But there is hope that scientific advances could allow lithium
metal to be the anode of the future.
For part of my sabbatical, I was a professor in residence at
Alpha-En Corporation, in Yonkers. It’s a small technology firm
devoted to the development of lithium metal (Li-M) films for
next generation battery technology. They have developed a
unique production process: a low-energy consumption, room
temperature procedure that relies on aqueous mineral feedstocks. The idea of taking mineral solutions that you can almost extract directly from the ground, and converting them to
lithium metal is very appealing. A second feature is the use of a
membrane that filters lithium from other base metals, such as
sodium, potassium and calcium. This extraction process could
also save time and money while producing high purity lithium,
just what is needed for batteries. Finally, battery manufacturers want ultra thin films of lithium to sandwich together in
preparation of a functional anode. Such a form factor is hard to
attain when starting with a chunk of metal.
Alpha-En is currently exploring partnerships with leading global battery producers. By leveraging their proprietary process
for making thin films of lithium, demonstrating superior performance of these films as anodes, and scalability to production volumes, Alpha-En aims to become a supplier of lithium
metal anodes to major battery manufacturers. It is hoped that
the lithium metal anode can propel battery research forward
by a significant margin in terms of energy density and cost.
Production of new lithium metal batteries could, if successful,
lead to a tipping point in PEV adoption. Definitely something
to strive for, and more than enough to think about when the
next Tesla passes by.
I am very grateful to the whole team at Alpha-En for having
granted me this opportunity, and to the City College of New
York for allowing me time away from campus to delve into
such an interesting and satisfying pursuit.
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Karin Block, Coordinator of Undergraduate Research
Karin Block a professor in the department of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences at City College, was destined to become a scientist and an educator, even as she took a long and winding road to
that destination. In Puerto Rico, Block’s maternal grandmother
was a teacher, riding on horseback five miles each way to reach
school. Her father was from New Jersey but moved to Puerto
Rico after meeting Block’s mother in graduate school— her dad
then taught chemistry at the University of Puerto Rico (Chemistry Professor Maria Tamargo, now a CCNY colleague, was one of
her father’s students) while her mom taught microbiology at the
medical school.
“I was always interested in science,” says Block, 47, adding that
her father who grew fruit trees and did a survey of naturally occurring radiation in the rainforest always had a strong relationship
with the land and nature. Block ultimately became a geochemist
and petrologist conducting research in the way minerals evolve in
geobiological, geothermal and magmatic systems. But for someone who studies rocks, she has long been moved by the winds.
Growing up in San Juan, she says the trade winds were observable
from her house. “The joke was that my friends would call me in
the morning to ask, ‘Is today a good beach day’,” she recounts,
adding that she grew up studying maps and becoming an amateur meteorologist, all of which served her well when she sailed
throughout the Carribean.
While her sister knew from an early age she wanted to be a
designer and architect, Block says, “I was less mature and more
scattered.” At the University of Michigan she switched from the
engineering school to liberal arts, with a focus on theater and
arts management; after college she worked in music-related
businesses before deciding to attend CUNY to fulfill her science
requirements on her way to a Ph.D. “My parents never pushed me
toward any career path but they were thrilled when I circled back
to science,” Block says.
She initially focused on atmospheric sciences but the trade winds
blew one more time, guiding her toward the world of rocks.
“It was serendipitous,” she says. “I was working with someone
studying ice crystals. As an older student I took the tack that I
should seize whatever opportunity presented itself and I became
fascinated by it.”
She continued following a non-linear path when she finished her
Ph.D.— she hadn’t definitively planned to stay in New York but
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by then she had a partner who was settled here so she applied to
positions locally and found two options at Columbia University.
She chose one in geochemistry that was not involved in research
but instead focused on the building of database opportunities. “I
took a chance but I knew I could really learn the literature doing
this and I’d be surrounded by the brightest people in my field,” she
says.
That chance paid off when it led to “the holy grail,” a job at CCNY,
where she could do research again while also teaching. “I feel
like I’ve been adopted by New York and this was a chance to give
back,” she says. “Connecting with the students is tremendously
rewarding. I hope my scientific work makes contributions but we
won’t know for years. With my students, I can have a direct impact
that’s much more immediate.”
Block takes her responsibility as a role model to heart, especially
for first-generation students, and not just because she is a woman
and a Latina scientist. “I do try to share with students that their
life doesn’t have to follow a linear path,” she says. She recently
spoke to high school and college students at a diversity panel at
the New York Academy of Science and emphasized that point in
her life story. “These students don’t always know what they want
to do but they feel such pressure to know so this is revelatory for
them,” she says. “I was not a stellar student as an undergrad but
was much better when I went back because I knew what I wanted.
I tell them they should reserve the right to change their minds at
any point and they will probably be better off for it.”

Faculty

Features
David Lohman - Thailand course
In late December CCNY students boarded a plane for Thailand,
bound for a field course led by biology professor David Lohman. It
was a trip years in the making.
Lohman has spent the last two decades studying in the rainforests of Asia. But when he went to Australia in 1995 on a Fulbright
Scholarship it was just his second time on an airplane. He was
doing field research in the scrub but his adviser took him to the
rainforest and he found his future. While he says the vast majority
of scientists study tropical biology in Central and South America because Asia is “more of a hassle” he flew to Vietnam and
Thailand in 1996 and became enamored with their rainforests.
“Thailand was so welcoming and had great universities,” he says.
“There was a willingness to collaborate. There was also great food
and excellent roads, which made travel easier.”

For Lohman, whose interest in nature was nurtured growing up
in Hillsdale, Illnois, a town of just 350, a place like New York was
a more alien place than the rainforest. “I thought I never wanted
to live in a big city,” he says, but he has thrived since coming to
City College in 2009. In 2018, he was granted another Fulbright to
return to Asia to study butterfly evolution and the role of islands
in species formation.
He started thinking about the Thailand field course almost as
soon as he arrived at CCNY in 2009 but the logistics required
much planning. The class, which lasted nearly three weeks,
went back to the rainforest where Lohman did his postdoctoral
work, the Khao Ban Thad Wildlife Sanctuary. The goal was to
study tropical ecology and conservation focusing on biological
communities, examining vertebrates, insects, and trees and the
rudimentary techniques for studying each group in a tropical field
setting. It also explored challenges to biodiversity conservation in
tropical developing countries through visits to tropical agricultural plantations.
Lohman rented a private boat and took the students snorkeling
at a coral reef and swimming through a coastal cave. They looked
for frogs at night and used mist nets to catch bats. “However, the
land leeches were not a highlight,” he says with a laugh, adding
that he hopes to be able to do the trip every other year. “It was
transformational for many students. The feedback I heard over
and over again was that they loved doing science instead of just
reading about it— testing their own ideas in the field, graphing
their own data that they had collected. It’s an amazing place to
learn science and they felt afterward they had a better idea of

Lohman earned his masters and Ph.D. in Biology from Harvard
and then was a postdoctoral fellow at Harvard and the National
University of Singapore. He did his work in Thailand at “a very
good yet accessible rainforest research area.” While he taught
courses there and all over Asia from Sri Lanka to Borneo, he
became fluent in the Thai language and immersed himself in the
culture. “As an academic I felt like I should have a deep understanding of at least one other country.”

how to actually do science in the field.”

Lohman uses a combination of field ecology and molecular
phylogenetic methods to investigate how interactions between
insects and other organisms shape hyper-diverse communities in
the tropics. He also studies the phylogeography of butterflies and
other organisms in the Indo-Australian Archipelago. There is now
a type of wasp from Thailand named after him, Chimaergathis
lohmani.
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Tamargo, Maria

National Science Foundation
NSF

Chemistry & Biochemistry

$1,000,000

Bandosz, Teresa

NYC Department Of
Environmental Protection

Chemistry & Biochemistry

$937,928

Jeruzalmi, David

National Science Foundation
NSF

Chemistry & Biochemistry

$905,000

Lazaridis, Themis

National Science Foundation
NSF

Chemistry & Biochemistry

$900,000

Nair, Parameswaran

National Science Foundation
NSF

Physics

$480,000

Eisele, Dorthe

National Science Foundation
NSF

Chemistry & Biochemistry

$450,667

Roth, Millicent

NYS Office of Higher
Education

Dean of Science

$400,000

Makse, Hernan

National Institute of Biomedical
Imaging and Bioengineering

Physics

$398,987

Saleque, Shireen

National Heart, Lung, and
Blood Institute

Biology

$392,500

Vuong, Bao

National Institute of General
Medical Sciences

Biology

$387,940

Biscoe, Mark

National Institute of General
Medical Sciences

Chemistry & Biochemistry

$307,604

Lazaridis, Themis

National Institute of General
Medical Sciences

Chemistry & Biochemistry

$300,440

Ghose, Ranajeet

National Science Foundation
NSF

Chemistry & Biochemistry

$299,499

Tzortziou, Maria

National Aeronautic &
Space Agency

Earth & Atmospheric Sciences
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Ghose, Ranajeet

National Science Foundation
NSF

Chemistry & Biochemistry

$271,926

Top Awards in each Department
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DEPARTMENT
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AMOUNT

Saleque, Shireen

National Heart, Lung, and
Blood Institute

Biology

$392,500

Tamargo, Maria

National Science Foundation
NSF

Chemistry & Biochemistry

$1,000,000

Tzortziou, Maria

National Aeronautic &
Space Agency

Earth & Atmospheric Sciences

$280,858

Chinta, Gautam

National Science Foundation
NSF

Mathematics

$204,000

Nair, Parameswaran

National Science Foundation
NSF

Physics

$480,000

Roth, Millicent

NYS Office of Higher
Education

Dean of Science

$400,000
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Outreach Programs
The BEAM Program (Bridge to Enter Advanced Mathematics)

In 2018, CCNY’s math department reached out to team up with
the BEAM Program (Bridge to Enter Advanced Mathematics),
which is designed to create enrichment learning opportunities
in math for underprivileged middle school students as a way to
propel them to college and then on to STEM careers.

“It has been a great partnership,” says BEAM founder Daniel
Zaharopol. “City College is a great home for the program and it is
great for students to be on a college campus, to have access to the
resourses and to have a sense of being welcomed there.”
Zaharopol started BEAM in 2011, after graduating with master’s
degrees in both mathematics and teaching mathematics from the
University of Illinois and having gained experience teaching at MIT
(where he was an undergraduate), the University of Illinois, the
Boston Math Circle, and Canada/USA Mathcamp.
“I’d been very involved in math enrichment and education and
noticed there was not a lot of access for students who were not
already plugged in to that world,” he recalls. “People were not
intentionally discriminatory but they just were not setting up a
pathway for those students.”
BEAM tries filling in this important gap, making the argument that
beyond the basic school day scientists, engineers, and program-
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mers all studied advanced material at enrichment programs
growing up while underserved students never get access to this
same learning and aren’t even told they should have it. At every
age level, low-income students fall off the pathway to success in
dramatically greater numbers than their peers. BEAM’s mission is
to “bring advanced enrichment learning to low-income students.
We inspire joy in kids who hunger for this opportunity and are
ready to excel—if only someone gives them the chance.”

Zaharopol didn’t have experience with outreach to students from
underserved backgrounds nor with running an entire organization
but he was determined, not deterred. He started with a summer
program for 17 seventh graders at a college campus and grew it
from there. He knew that the key was to reach students at an early
age and then to provide help and support throughout the educational experience.
Eric Sampayo, now a CCNY student who plans to major in pure
mathematics and physics, is the living embodiment of what BEAM
can accomplish. In middle school in Washington Heights, he got
good grades but didn’t work hard because he was never pushed.
“BEAM was a big transformation for me,” Sampayo says. “It was
extremely challenging— there was so much math out there I was
seeing a whole new world.”

Outreach Programs
The BEAM Program (Bridge to Enter Advanced Mathematics)

The program grew quickly, from 17 students to 38 the next year
and to 77 by 2014, with students spending summers at Bard and
Vassar Colleges; it also expanded to include sixth graders and
to offer comprehensive year-round academic advising to alumni
along with numerous activities to further their pursuit of math
and science. (BEAM was originally named the Summer Program in
Mathematical Problem Solving but changed the name to reflect its
growing year-round programming, which includes organizational
support, academic counseling, mentorship, and encouragement
throughout high school and now into college).
“I only had vague ideas at the beginning about mentoring these
kids throughout the year but I had to figure the structure out,” Zaharpol says. “I realized that sustained contact over a longer period
was really essential to the evolution of the program.”
During the school year, BEAM offers its summer students two
classes on weekends. One is math enrichment while the other is
Things You Need to Know: in 9th grade, its help with adjusting
to high school, both socially and in terms of study skills, while in
11th grade the focus is on test prep and in 12th its about college
applications.
“We make adjustments constantly based on feedback from our
students, many of whom are now teaching assistants for our classes,” Zaharpol says.
Sampayo says the support BEAM provided was crucial— in middle
school they helped him prepare for standardized tests and when

he was unhappy in high school they helped him transfer to a
school with a more suitable math and science program.
By 2016, BEAM was still in touch with 16 of the initial 17 students
and all graduated high school, with 15 enrolling in colleges like
Northeastern University and the University of Rochester. (The 16th
worked for an AmeriCorps program, starting his college applications two years later). BEAM keeps providing guidance for those
students— they can sign up for a monthly check-in with reminders
about things like financial aid deadlines and a video call once per
semester for a more in-depth conversation. and over winter break,
we invite them all to get together” Zaharpol says.
BEAM keeps growing as Zaharpol tries to make sure it reaches
more kids without losing the quality of the program. “I can’t
believe how big we’ve gotten and I’m proud that we’ve started to
affect the national conversation about what kids are capable of,”
he says. “We are working now on growing more.”
By 2017, the program was nurturing 180 sixth and seventh graders
adding Union College to its roster for the summer program and in
2018, the same year it expanded to middle schools in Los Angeles,
while also beginning its partnership with CCNY. Sampayo had a
great experience working as a junior counselor for BEAM in 2018.
He now also work as a math coach back at his old middle school.
“The students from CCNY who work for BEAM over the summer
are great role models for our students,” Zaharpol says.
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Outreach Programs
Research Experience for Undergraduates (REU)
The B3 REU gave pre-med and science majors (four from City College) hands-on lab experience that they cannot get in the classroom— they are doing science, not just studying it. Lab work was “transformative for my interest in science,” says CCNY Chemistry and
Biochemistry professor David Jeruzlami, who directs the program. “I spent three summers in three different labs— while my lab classes
were pushing me away because there were 30 people with canned projects to be done in a certain time, these summer lab projects are
much more in-depth and cutting edge.”

Professor David Jeruzalmi and the 2019 Biochemisry, Biophysics, and Biodesign REU participants
Professor David Jeruzalmi and the 2019 Biochemistry, Biophysics, and Biodesign REU participants
Fellows were paired with faculty for research in biochemistry, biophysics, and biodesign in the Center for Discovery and Innovation and
the CUNY Advanced Science Research Center. Funded by a three year grant from the National Science Foundation, the program just
completed its third year. All the students received a $550 weekly stipend for the ten week program, as well as MTA passes and accommodation support if needed.
REU’s supporting program “evolved considerably this year,” Jeruzalmi says. Research indicates that students become more interested
in science and a scientific career if they build a cohort of learners. “It helps even if they’re not doing work all the time— the socialization
process improves motivation to stay in science,” he says. “So students met as a group more often, whether it was presenting their work
or at faculty talks or just casually for lunch. There were three times as many group lunches as in previous years.”
There will be more group lunches to come. Jeruzalmi says the NSF renewed the grant for three years, with extra money for an additional student.
Professor of Chemistry Maria Tamargo is the director of the CREST (Centers of Research Excellence in Science and Technology) IDEALS
(Interface Design and Engineered Assembly of Low-Dimensional Systems) lab, funded by an NSF grant. CREST provides support to
enhance the research capabilities of minority-serving institutions
like CCNY through the establishment of centers that effectively
integrate education and research. These schools have minority
undergraduate enrollments of 50% or more.
The program includes a series of extracurricular activities aimed
at enhancing the students’ experience beyond the core laboratory experience. Students present their results in a College-wide
Poster Presentation. It shares some REU activities with the
Columbia University-CCNY PAS3MRSEC REU and the CUNY-REU
programs. Students receive a $4,000 stipend during the summer
and are eligible for on campus housing if required.
The REU within IDEALS is an essential part of the lab’s outreach
program, she says. “We have been able to establish close contacts with a number of minority serving institutions in the US as
the main source of our students,” Tamargo explains.
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Outreach Programs
Research Experience for Undergraduates (REU)
“We recruit actively in those and other places and have a huge success bringing in 8-10 students each summer. A large number of the
students are from underrepresented groups.”

Professor Maria Tamargo and the 2019 CREST IDEALS REU participants
One result Tamargo proudly cites is the long-term impact of this REU experience: “We have been able to recruit one or two students
from the REU program into our Ph.D. program each year, thus directly addressing our commitment to NSF to enhance diversity among
the Ph.D. student population in CUNY.”
The Recruitment and Mentoring in Mathematics Program (RAMMP) was CCNY’s newest REU program, with a weekly colloquium and
learning seminars offered beyond the research activities. Although it is technically slightly different than an REU it was also funded by
an NSF grant. While the mentors will rotate each year, the three for the inaugural program included two professors from City College,
Khalid Bou-Rabee and Pat Hooper. (The third was Sandra Kingan from Brooklyn College.)

The 2019 RAMMP and Rich Summer internship participants

“We exposed students to new ways to think about mathematics and science that was different, more open-ended, from their classroom
learning,” Hooper says. “We were hoping for more underrepresented students but it was definitely a successful first year. We can build
on it next year.”
The mentors chose topics based on their areas of interest so this year included Geometry and Dynamical Systems, Graph Theory and
Group Theory. Scholars worked in groups on research problems and met daily with their mentor. There was also a workshop teaching
LaTeX (a language for mathematical typesetting) and a workshop on mathematical programming.
“We already had one group produce a research paper and the others were working on theirs too,” Hooper says. “Even if they don’t go
into a Ph.D. program or a mathematics-related career this will benefit all the students— working in groups and solving problems will be
relevant throughout their lives.”
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Recognition
Michael Shub

Congratulations to Michael Shub of the Mathematics Department for his appointment as a Distinguished Professor of Mathematics.
Michael works mainly in two different areas of mathematics: Dynamical Systems (hyperbolic systems, bounds on entropy) and Computational Complexity. (The Blum-Shub-Smale model has made significant advances to the P/NP problem). In addition to great scholarly
contributions, he was a founding member and first chairman of “Foundations of Computational Mathematics”, which is a leading organization in this sub-area of mathematics. He is also a Fellow of the American Mathematical Society. He came to CCNY in 2016 with a
tremendous head start; he had already been awarded this honor at the University of Toronto in a Mathematics Department that is rated
on par with that of Columbia University. Mike has published 125 papers and his work has been cited approximately 4,000 times. To put
that into perspective, the current total for the entire Mathematics Department is about 2,600. To quote Shmuel Weinberger and Andrew
MacLeish, Professors of Mathematics at the University of Chicago, “Shub is a world leader in two distinct areas of research: dynamical
systems and real computational complexity. Moreover, his work connects these fields in a deep and important way.”
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Recognition

Changing of the Guard
The end of this academic year marked an eventful time for the Division of Science, akin to the changing of the guard in three of our five
departments.
The Earth and Atmospheric Sciences Department had been led by
Kyle McDonald since 2016. Kyle holds the prestigious title of Terry Elkes Professor. His work emphasizes remote sensing of terrestrial ecosystems and in that capacity he works with the CUNY
CREST Institute and the Environmental Crossroads Initiatives.
Kyle is also a part-time faculty at the NASA Jet Propulsion Lab
and at Caltech. With his hectic research schedule, Kyle devoted
every free minute to his department these past three years. He is
passing the chair’s baton back to Professor Pengfei (Fei) Zhang,
who was the EAS department chair from 2014-2016. Fei specializes in environmental geochemistry, contaminant hydrology and
environmental remediation.

Professor Pengfei Zhang

The Mathematics Department bids farewell to Michael Shub
who was hired in 2016 to lead the Math Department. Mike
will return to his research in Dynamical Systems and Computational Complexity as a newly appointed Distinguished
Professor. Professor Thea Pignataro will take the Math Department reins. Thea, a mathematical physicist and educator,
also previously led her department as chair from 2006 to
2009.

Professor Thea Pignataro

The final chair substitution takes place in the Physics Department. For the last three years Professor Swapan Gayen led
the Physics Department. Swapan’s research is in the field of
photonics and optical spectroscopy. He is a member of the
American Physical Society, the Optical Society of America
and the New York Academy of Sciences. Professor Vinod
Menon will lead the Physics department for the next three
years. Vinod’s research in the Laboratory for Nano and Micro
Photonics (LaNMP) is best described as the exploration of
light-matter interaction at the nanoscale.

Professor Vinod Menon

We want to thank and wish the best to all outgoing and incoming chairs. We look forward to the next generation of a strongly led Division of Science.
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Day of Science
City College’s Division of Science has produced nine Nobel Prize Laureates. But CCNY does not let its reputation rest on its laureates. The
school, recently recognized by U.S. News & World Report as one of the “Best Global Universities for Physics,” opened the City College
Center for Discovery and Innovation on its South Campus in 2015 near the CUNY Advanced Science Research Center. And in 2019, the
200,000 square-foot CDI building was part of a new tradition, the inaugural Day of Science.
The Day of Science presented the cutting edge work being done at the Division of Science. “This is a celebration of our faculty and the
role of CCNY in the world of science,” says Dean V. Parameswaran Nair. The invitation-only guest list included alumni, donors and government officials. After being welcomed by CCNY President Vincent Boudreau and Interim Provost Tony Liss, an internationally known
physicist, the guests were able to tour the labs and attend presentations at the Advanced Science Research Center, the Marshak Science
Building and CDI.

There were six different sessions available:
“Beauty and Order: in Nature and in the Abstract”
Presented by Professors Alexios Polychronakos, Ethan Akin Pat
Hooper and Pavel Javornik
“Hurricanes, Volcanoes and Stars”
Presented by Professors Z. Johnny Luo, Benjamin Black, and
James Hedberg
“Environmental Change and Life on the Edge”
Presented by Professors Ana Carnaval, Robert Anderson, Kyle
McDonald, Maria Tzortziou and Brice Grunert
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“Infections, Genomes and Medicinal Chemistry”
Presented by Professors Anu Janakiraman, Bao Vuong, David
Jeruzalmi, and Mark Biscoe
“Quantum Walks and Harvesting Light”
Presented by Professors Carlos Meriles, Lia Krusin-Elbaum, Vinod
Menon and Dorthe Eisele.
“Listen and Learn: Auditory Circuits and Neural Networks”
Presented by Professors Asohan Amarasingham and Hysell Oviedo

“I went to get a better understanding of the extent to which CCNY is not merely a teaching institution but also a research institution,”
says Irving Levine, who graduated from City College with a degree in mathematics in 1968 and had a long career as a software engineer
and executive at Reuters. “It may be a bit of a secret but they have first class researchers and the facilities to do that research in. It was
impressive to see them doing state of the art work and the facilities are great.” Levine, who recently made a seven figure gift to the
Division of Science, would love to learn more about how involved undergraduates get to be in the research labs. “It would show beyond
the graduate and post-doctoral fellows how CCNY is lifting itself and its students up,” he says. “And that might help get generous
donors.”

Tucker Taylor, an associate at Perthera, a healthcare artificial intelligence company who also sits on the board of companies like Hyperion Health (where he’s chairman) and SupplyPike Inc, was invited by a friend who works at CCNY. He came “hoping to gain insights into
the school’s state of the art technology.” Taylor was impressed to learn the school’s history and “how deep they are drilling now” in new
scientific developments. “The ‘Listen and Learn’ session was particularly powerful and comprehensive,” he says. “They did a great job
out of the box.”
The second annual Day of Science will be held on April 23, 2020.
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Retired

2018 - 2019

Daniel Akins

Daniel Akins joined the faculty of the Chemistry Department at the rank of professor in 1981,
after spending seven years at the University of South Florida, in Tampa, two years at the National Science Foundation as a visiting program director, and two years as a senior scientist at the
Polaroid Corporation. At CCNY, he directed the Center for Analysis of Structures and Interfaces
(CASI) for 30 years and was also chair of the chemistry department from 2014 to 2017. His principal research focus involved quantum properties of molecular nanostructures and the exploitation of such properties for formulating new nanomaterials with uses in molecular photonic
devices (MPDs) and/or chemical sensors.

Ronald Birke
Ronald Birke came to CCNY in 1974 from the University of South Florida as an associate
professor. He was promoted to Professor in 1981. His research interests were mainly in
electrochemistry, electron transfer in biological systems, and Raman spectroscopy as well as
Surface-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS). He published 98 papers over a period of 55
years.

David Calhoun
David Calhoun obtained his Ph.D. in microbiology from the University of Alabama School of
Medicine, did postdoctoral work in the labs of G. Wesley Hatfield at UC Irvine and Roy A. Jensen
at Baylor. He came to the CCNY department of chemistry in 1987 as a biochemist, after spending 13 years in the department of microbiology at the Mount Sinai School of Medicine in NYC.
He had multiple research interests: Gene regulation in Escherichia coli K-12; microbial genetics;
Gene cloning and sequencing; Fabry disease, an inherited disease associated with a deficiency
of alpha-galactosidase A.

Jane Gallagher
Jane Gallagher was trained as a Biological Oceanographer. Her research focused on the population genetics and ecology of planktonic algal blooms. She was particularly interested in the
relationship between variation in molecular characters, morphology and comparative physiology. She received her B.A.-M.A. in Biology at Stanford University and her Ph.D. in Biological
Oceanography from the University of Rhode Island. She served three consecutive terms as
Chair of the Biology department from 2000 to 2009.
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Retired

2018 - 2019

Michael Green

Except for a two-year stint as a visiting professor —and Peace Corps volunteer— at the Middle
East Technical University in Ankara, Turkey, Michael Green spent his entire academic career in
the CCNY chemistry department. And despite retiring in 2018, he is still conducting research
on the 11th floor of the Marshak building as an emeritus professor. During that 52-year span,
he served two consecutive terms as department chair (1990-1996) and was also chair of the
CCNY chapter of the PSC-CUNY from 2009 to 2012. His research interest was in quantum
calculations on ion channels, with related calculations on hydrogen bonding, salt bridges, and
water clusters.

Sally Hoskins
Sally G. Hoskins was a Professor of Biology and originally a developmental biologist with
particular interest in the embryonic nervous system. With collaborators from the University
of Texas at Austin and Hobart and William Smith Colleges, she developed and extended the
CREATE (Consider, Read, Elucidate hypotheses, Analyze and interpret data, and Think of the
next Experiment) strategy—using intensive analysis of primary literature to demystify science
research and provide unusual insight into the people who do it. In recognition of the major role
she played in developing and promoting this transformative method, she received in 2017 the
Elizabeth W. Jones Award for Excellence in Education from the Genetics Society of America.

Stanley Ocken
Stanley Ocken was born and grew up in New York City. He attended public schools in the Bronx.
His areas of research included algebraic topology, knot theory, and numerical simulations of dynamical systems. His other interests included examining K-12 mathematics curricula and the way
in which they do (or do not) prepare students for success in college mathematics courses.
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Graduation
2018 - 2019
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Benefactors
2007 - 2018

The Division of Science appreciates the unwavering support of alumni, individuals, foundations, corporations, and community partners.
Your support allows the Division to provide scholarships, fellowships, research and travel funds, emergency funds for students in need,
and program support. Your contributions help our distinguished faculty to continue their groundbreaking research while training the next
generation of scientists and mathematicians.
The contributions listed below represent gifts made over the past 11 years to the Division of Science. On behalf of our students and faculty,
we are deeply grateful for your contributions and partnership.
L I F E T I M E D O N AT I O N S O F $ 2 5 , 0 0 0 A N D H I G H E R
Edward Blank
Philip N. Bredesen
Gerald Brenner and Linda Brenner
Chleck Family Foundation
Martin Cohen
Goldman, Sachs & Co.
Matthew Goldstein

Rebecca S. Horvath
Howard D. Palefsky
William J. Janetschek
Harvey L. Karp
Mrs. Shirley Katz Cohen
Mr. Marvin Leffler and Dr. Charlotte K. Frank

Dr. Bernard B. Levine
Merck Foundation
Mr. Ira J. Pell
Dr. Philip Siller and Dr. Ellen
Gutterman
Mr. Leonard M. Singer
David C. Singer Esq.

Smale Institute of Mathematics
& Computation
Mrs. Valerie Stalvey
Mr. Carl Wallman
Walter & Jean Boek Global Autoimmune Institute
Dr. Martel Zeldin and Dr. Carol
Parish

L I F E T I M E D O N AT I O N S O F U P T O $ 2 5 , 0 0 0
Advanced Servicecom
LLC
Nusrat Ahmed
Eseosa Aiwerioghene
Robert Alfano
Alex Alvarez
Asad Anousha
Chengyan An
Michael Armstrong
Association for
Biology Laboratory
Education
Herbert M. August
Alvin H. Bachman
Gilda Barlas Weissberger
F. Joshua Barnett
Joshua Barnett
Donald Barry
Alexi Belsey Worth
Luis Bent-Shaw
Rachel Stone and
Robert Bernstein
Aithe Bialo-Padin
Daniel Blakemore
Earl F. Bloch
Judith Bloch
Magda Bogin
Gail Bokor
Timothy H. Boyer
Victor Braunstein
Jorge Bravo
Jeanne Brenner-Schnell
Sylvia Brenner
Faye Brenner
Lois Brodie
Gregory Brown
David M. Bushler
Anthony Cahill
Jean-Michel Campagne
Aaron Carter
Phyllis Cassidy
Theodore Castner
Susan Caughran
Joshua Caulkins
Charles Feinbloom
Cat Chenal
Children’s Rights, Inc.

Lily E. Christ
Chubb & Son Inc.,
A Division of
Federal Insurance
Company
Rick Churchill
Victor K. Chung
John V. Cioffi
Ginevra Clark
Jason Clark
Lucille Cole
Stephen E. Cole
Judy M. Connorton
Jessica, David, Goldie,
and Birdie Cosloy
Barry I. Cosloy
Daniel Coumswang
Susan Curtis
Danica Foundation
Dorothy U. Denburg
Stephanie L. Devries
Steven Dierker
John Donoghue
Deborah L. Drucker
Andrew Dunlop
Noelle Dziedzic
D. Eliyahu
Aaron Elmer
Maria Entezari
Megan Fegley
William Fitzgerald
William Fitzgerald
Alison Fleming
Anne A. Forrester
Allen Frazer
Albert F. Fuchs
Jane Gallagher
Jinchai Gao
Ruomei Gao
R H. GarrettGoodyear
Stanley D. Gedzelman
Elaine F. Genkins
Thomas J. Gerson
Stuart F. G. Coan
Hadassah Gold
Janet Gornick

Mayra Gonzalez
Tilmann GottharMette
Lynsley Grady
Felix Granovskiy
Mila Grayevsky
Eva B. Griepp M.D.
Patricia A. Grove
Bonnie Gruszecki
Hope J. Hartman
PhD
Murray Hausknecht
Edith Henley
William Herman
William S. Herman
Daniel M. Heyman
Jesse Hochstadt
Edward D. Horowitz
H Robert Horvitz
and Martha
Constantine
Paton
Morris A. Hounion
Po Hu
Mildred Huertas
Romulo Hurtado
Michael Hyatt
Fidelise Idoko
Okwudili Illoabuchi
Atsuko Ishida
Ms. Donna Jarvis
Serge Jean andRosa
Gomez
Kris and Karen
Johnson
JYACC Inc.
Kean University
Karen F. Kerner,
M.D.
Mohammad Khan
Lori B. Kisch
Wendy Kisch and
Mark. Gourley
Marian S. Kisch
James Kiser
Daniel Kiser
Joel S. Kleiman DDS

David I. Knee, PhD
Frederick J. Kogut
Gary M. Krellenstein
Leonard Kriegel
Jerome Lahman
Geegym Lau
Jeanne Lawless
Dennis Lazar
John J. Lee
Jonathan B. Levitt
Miguel Levy
Daxi Li
Shen-Li Qiu
Larry S. Liebovitch
Jay Light
Susan Light
Tony Liss
Donald C. Locke
Alexandra W. Logue
Angela Lopez
John Lowe
Ann Lubensky
Jo Ann MacDonnell
Laurent J. Madelain
Hernan Makse
Vincent Malvarosa
Svetlana Markova
Hope Martin
Camille McKayle
Miami Dade College
Miami University
Carol Miles
Frederick A. Miles
Daphna H. Mitchell
Donna Morgan
Paul Morgenstein
Leonora Morrison
Walter Mucha
Joan MuttanyattaComar
Jeanine Nadler
NCI
Nancy C. Ng
Debora L. Nickla
Corsi Norniella
Roberta Nusim
Louise Oates

Ohio State University
Richard F. Olivo
Janey Ozoria
Robert E. Paaswell
Taewoo Park
Patterson, Belknap,
Webb & Tyler
Sarai Perez
Jay Phillips
M. Rosaria Piomelli
Ambrosi
Pina Pipino
Edward Pires
Emil J. Polak
Irwin Polishook
Barbara L. Polizzi
Ngee-Pong Chang
Ralph Pottle
Subedi Pradeep
Queensborough
Community
College
Kaliappa Ravindran
Razvan A. Tuculescu
Rei-Cheng Hsu
Sandra Romano
Anthony J. Roon,
M.D.
Andrew Rosenbaum
Herbert Rosenbaum
Olivia Rosenbaum
Jack Rosenthal
Elizabeth Rudolph
Frank Rush
Charlotte Russell
Joseph Russell
Rutgers University
James D. Ryan
Saint Leo University
Barbara Salmanson
Stuart A. Samuel
Raphael D. Santore
Elizabeth P. Santos
Jack Schwartz
Patricia Schneider
Melvin Schoenfeld
Rena Schlussel

Brian B. Schwartz
Arthur Shapiro
Rae Silver
William Sit
Frederick Smith
Hilary Spitzer
Sanya A. Springfield
Yaacov Sragovich and
Susan Jacobowitz
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Stack
Ruth E. Stark
Stefanos Contracting Inc.
Neil Steinberg
Kimberly Steiner
Paulette Stevens
Charles Stewart
Aaron Stone
Lev A. Sviridov
Paul M. Tai
Virginia M. Teller
Ira Tepler
The Mathematical
Assocation of
America, Inc.
The University of Texas
Rio Grande Valley
Devin Thomas
Martin Tiersten
David Troilo
Adriana Trusiak
Kate E. Turner
Elizabeth Unger
Starcevic
University of Portland
L. C. Vismale
Martin Waitz
Hui Wang
Mary P. Watson
Robyn & Richard Weiss
John R. Wiesenfeld PhD
Alexandra Woods PhD
I. Yellowitz
Anthony Yu
Thomas K. Zaslavsky
Darryl C. Zeldin
Bin Zhang
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